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Wave of car burglaries
sweeps UCF parking lots
By STEPHANIE COPES
Staff Writer

•
•

..

"Happy Crime Prevention Day!
You have just become the victim of a
crime."
That's the message some students
received Oct. 6. While the UCF police
were holding Crime Prevention Day on
the Student Center Green, seven cars
were being broken into on campus.
"It was like a slap in the face,"
Sgt. SandraMcLendon of the UCF crime
prevention unit said. "We were all out
there promoting crime prevention and
these break-ins occurred. It was very
rude."
Most of the cars tampered with
were broken into with a sharp, pointed
instrument used to pop up the lock on
the door. While a few cars had only their
-locks tampered with, most had purses
anq/orCD players removed from inside.
One car had its alarm disabled and was
moved to another parking lot, constitut-

ing a case of grand theft auto.
UCF wasn't the only target of
thieves that day, however. Twenty cars
near the UCF campus were tampered
with or broken into the same·day, as well
as an unusually large number of others
in Oviedo and the rest of Orange County.
A few car burglaries were reported
in the days immediateIy following Crime
Prevention Day, but the numbers came
nowhere near those of Oct._6.
Most of the break-ins are still
under investigation. However, one juvenile has been arrested ·in connection
with the crimes, and an adult suspected
to be involved is still at large.
Despite this rash of burglaries,
the incidences of car burglaries and thefts
reported at UCF is very low. There have
been only seven car burglaries reported
this semester and four car thefts for the
whole year.
Of the four cars stolen, two were
simply moved to other parking lots, one
see CARS, page 5

Students take advantage·
of free Heath Center services
•

o

Reduced rates on
medication and other
health services are also
offered.
By KATIE JONES
Staff Writer

•

•

•

•

•

and reduced services are available
because of the fee.
The $47 .30 paid for the Fall
and Spring semesters and the $35.20
paid for the summer semester entitle
students to receive unlimited doctor's
lifestyle
evaluations,
v1s1ts,
Stressbuddies, biofeedback, weight
consultations and several other free
services. Massage therapy and an
Inner Diet program are also offered,
but at a reduced rate.
Many of these services are
offered at the Wellness Center, which
works in conjunction with the Health
Center. Chris Locke, a Wellness Center peer consultant, said that the mostused service in the Wellness Center is
a Comprehensive Health Assessment
& Motivation Program.

Two patients sat quietly in
the waiting room of the UCF Health
Center, anxiously awaiting the nurse
to call their names. Both students
were there for a free doctor's visit,
but neither were aware that the visit
was paid for from a $47. 30 health fee
each student is charged at the beginning of every semester.
Freshman Todd Peterson and
sophomore Dawn Phelan both heard
about the health center from friends,
but they weren't sure about how the CHAMP
health fee related to their free visit.
"CHAMP is basically a
Peterson was not aware that he paid lifestyle evaluation," Locke said. He
a health fee. Phelan, however, knew _ explained that students who particihe paid a fee, but did not know the pate in the CHAMP test receive a
amount she was charged
physiological profile, followed by sevThe e tudentsarenotalone. eral other tests of flexibility, cholesMany students do not realize they
pay a health fee, or that many free
see HEALTH, page 7

Russian playwright visits UCF,
-discusses fall of the Russian Empire
By REX HOGGARD
Staff Writer
Edvard Radzinsky, author of the
national best seller The La.st Tsar,. spoke
to a group of students and faculty on
Monday, Oct. 25 at UCF. The lecture,
the second in UCF' s world writers series, was sponsored by the UCF Department of English and The Orlando Senti-

nel.
For all those present, the initial
reaction ~ to this man was his lack of
physical presence. However, this first
reaction was proven quite inaccurate
when the force and passion in his voice
worked across the room.
While watching him speak, it
was inconceivable to imagine how much
courage it must have taken in collecting
the research for The Last Tsar .
Radzinsky began his study of Nknolas
II long before Glasnost or the reforms
were ever initiated, and his research was
prohibited by the state.
Radzinsky began his speech
with the theory that Nicholas II was not
the last czar, for according to him, Lenin,
Stalin and every ruleroftheSoviet Union
since then has been another czar.

When asked whether Nicholas
II was as terrible as history would lead
one to believe, Radzinsky replied,
"Nicholas II was a very good man, but a
very bad czar." However, he added,
"Lenin was a very bad man, but a good
czar."
Critics have argued that
Radzinsky lags behind western authors
when dealing with ~he political and social aspects of the last czar. However,
this was not the focus of The Last Tsar.
His book seems to focus more on Nicholas II, the man, rather than Nicholas II,
the czar.
Those who attended the lecture
were treated to an explanation of Nicholas II' s last speech, for according to The
Last Tsar, "He [Nicholas II] himself
will lead us through his life. He is the
author."
The theme of Radzinsky' s lecture was one of forgiveness, ending his
speech with the words, "Revenge is for
·God."
"One feels other hands, the
touch of hands across a century." This
was the statement that aroused my interest in Edvard Radzinsky. The quote is
ee CZAR, page 3
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FSU survey
Author of The Last Czar
gives sample visits UCF, talks to students
of Floridian
CZAR, from page 1
Radzinsky is the second-most published Russian
from Radzinsky's book. It re- playwright, second only to
concerns;
fers to the first time Radzinsky Chekhov. It is this heart of the
economy most read the last czar's diaries. The dramatist that contributes most
diaries, which span 36 years, to The Last Tsar. The amount
were begun by a 14-year-old of time and energy required for
important
•

•

•

•

•
•

By REX HOGGARD
Staff Writer
The economy is the
most important issue facing
Florida's future, or so shows
the Florida Annual Policy
Survey for 1993. The survey
was conducted by the Policy
Sciences Center at Florida
State University.
The survey, according to Suzanne L. Parker,
director of the research laboratory at FSU, asked 952 eli. gible Florida residents, 18
years old or older, a series of
questions relating to state
politics, education and finances.
The demographics
for the survey are said to fall
within plus or minus 4 percentage points of the Florida
population. Parker said,
"This means that 95 times
out of 100, the results for
any question would have
been the same if all Floridians had been interviewed."
The second-most
pressing problem, according
to the survey, was crime, having 18 percent of those polled
considering it important.
Education, dropping from
the most important, was second, with I 6 percent considering it important.
According to the
poll, 34 percent of those surveyed considere~heirfinan
cial situation wor9e, 38 percent were about th~ ~ame as
last year and 27 percent -felt
they were better off.
Accordingly, 45
percent felt the country's outlook over the next five years
would be good financially.
However, 36percentfeltbad
times were in the future.
Forty-eight percent
of those polled felt somewhat safe while at home,
compared to only 3 percent
who felt not very safe at all.
More importantly,
however, was the lack of support for educational funding, for only 2 percent felt an
increa e in tate university
funding wa needed.
The survey also
a ked what kind of job will
Bill Clinton do as president.
Forty- ix percent felt he
woulddoagoodjob, whereas
only 13 percent of those
polled felt he will do a poor
job.

Nicholas II in 1882, and he did
not miss an entry until he was a
Bolshevik prisoner at 50, three
days before he and his family
were to be executed by their
captors.
Radzinsky' s interest in
the story of the last czar began
while he was a student at the
Historical Archival Institute in
Moscow. He had rented a room
from an elderly woman named
Vera Y~reneva. He would return home at night and she
would talk about the times prior
to the October Revolution.
Yureneva told him the
story th~t a Bolshevik had told
her husband about the execution of Nicholas II. The picture
she dr~w was of "bullets bouncing off the girls and flying about
t~e room," and of Alexei, the
heir to the Russian throne,
"crawling across the floor,
warding off their shots with his
hand." It was a picture that
Radzinsky says he was unable
to put out of his head.

such a complicated undertaking is obvious. Radzinsky says
himself in the final chapter of
The Last Tsar, "Will I never
finish this book?"
The irony in his
completion of The Last Tsar
and the collapse of Communist
Russia does not escape
Radzinsky - "Leningrad is St.
Petersburg again, Sverdl~vsk is.
Ekaterinburg [the city where
the last czar was murdered],
and the Communist Party has
been banned," he notes.
The irony is recognized
further when referring to the
destruction of the czar's monuments following the October
Revolution. Radzinsky said,
"Seventy years later, people in
Russia would be tumbling
monuments to Lenin from their
pedestals-history the joker."
· Radzinsky returned to
Moscow to begin work on his
next book about Stalin, The
Cruelest of the Czars. ·
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AFA gives new life to old cinematography club
Animation and film club rises from ashes of now-defunct organization
By MIKE NEMETH
Staff Writer
A new UCF club transports a portable classroom into
"The Twilight Zone" every
Thursday evening.
As soon as the Animation and Film Association talces
over the room, the film portable
becomes a movie .theater, concert hall, art gallery, and a platform for professi~nals and students to share and discuss their
works.
Chuck Amburn, AFA

misconceptions students have
about working in the film industry.
While the club is
greatly educational to its members, the AFA also serves as a
social outlet. "Going to Chi
Chi's after meetings has already
become an AFA tradition,"
Becher said. When George
Romero, director of "Night of
the Living Dead," came to Orlando last week, a group of club
members went to the Enzian
Theater, a local independent
theater, to meet him. "It's a fun
club," she said.
Becher said more
people co.me to the meetings

president, said the first thing
the association does at meetevery week, and many are not
ings is create an artistic atmoeven film students. "I think
sphere. The creative ambience
those who come to check it out
is further set with displays of art will be back," she said. "We're
pieces from the UCF Arts Alli- starting to grow by word of
ance. Some meetings begin with mouth."
a live musical performance or
The meetings' focus
"a monologue to shock the hell alternates from animation one
out of the audience. There's no week to production the next,
introduction," Amburn contin- Amburn said. "This way both
ued. "We just start it. And · tracks of the film school get
everyone focuses on the stage." equal attention."
Trying to accommoStudent Showcase
date the entire film school was
Once the mood is set, a problem for the now defunct
the student showcases begin. Cinematography Association,
"We show one or two student- · he said. Because cinematograproduced animation or Jive ac- phy connotes live film, the
tion films ," Amburn said. club's name intimidated many
When the showcases are fin- animation students.
ished, the student directors or
animators can discuss their work Re-forming the club
and answer questions.
Amburn said Sicilia
The forum comes next. Mendonca, a graduate student
This is when AFA members and former CA member, vismake suggestions for projects ited several film classes this fall
and social events, Amburn ex- in efforts to reactivate the club.
plained, such as the horror pic- Several students met under the
ture slumber party members old CA charter, elected officrecently decided to have.
ers, and by the third week voted
When members are fin- to change the name to the AFA,
ished sharing their ideas, meet- he said.
ings shift to "the main feature.
"Everyone supported
We'll have either a guest the name · change," Amburn
speaker, workshop or movie said. The only alternative would
screening at every meeting," he be to start a separate animation
said.
club, but it would only dupliTamara Becher, the cate the AFA.
club's secretary, said she has
Mike McGowan, a
not been accepted into the film former CA member, said the
school yet, but through AFA CA' s membership ~ad
she can begin building her port- dwindled down to five by last
folio.
spring. He said the club failed
because most officers had not
Cleared misconceptions
yet been accepted to the film
Becher said speakers at school, and so without their
AFA meetings often clear up leadership "there weren't many

LSAT•GRE•GMAT
PREP COURSE

STUDENT DISCOUNT

ORLANDO • COCOA • DELAND
Michael Tierney

Tespng Specialist

(407) 7 40-0003
Small Classes & Top Scores

trips, workshops, or speakers."
McGowan
said
Amburn will keep people interested in meetings by focusing
on multiple art media. He said if
a club includes film, animation,
paintings and music, it pulls
everyone in. Even people from
the business school are coming
now, he said.

CA's problems
Anthony Torres, another ex-CA member and current AFA member, blames the
CA' s problems on ·lack of structure and consistency. "I stopped

going because I was frustrated," he recalled. ''The
meetings were nothing but
open forums. We wouldjust
sit around talking about why
we couldn't do anything."
Torres added that
speakers at CA meetings
were service providers. He
said they gave general, entry-level information. In
contrast, speakers at AFA
meetings are instigators head credits, he explained.
They give specific information targeted at their areas of expertise.

In regard to the AFA's future, Torres said, "I think we have
strong, enthusiastic leadership, and
there's a consistent schedule and
format for meetings. With consistency, you know what you are getting. You know what to look forward to."
Amburn said a short-term
goal of the AFA is to hold a weekend-long film festival at the Enzian
Theater. He said he would dedicate
one day for animation and one for
production.
AFA meetings are at 7 :30
p.m. Thursday evenings in PC3204. Memberships are $5.
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Students become
common target
· of car burglars

How do you feel about
Student Government raising
the student activity fee?

CARS, from page 1
was taken out of lot D-1 and
found in flames in Research
Park, and the fourth was found
waiting at a traffic light, being
driven by a student. Only one
of these cars was stolen this
semester.
No car burglaries or thefts
have been reported since this
recent wave, as of press time.
Despite the usually relatively low number of car burglaries reported at UCF, it is
always a good idea to know
how to protect cars from being
a target for thieves. So how
does one do it?
"I know it sounds cliche,"
McLendon said, "but always
lock your car doors. Cars were
left unlocked in the majority of
cases we've had here. And be
sure not to leave your windows
rolled down or leave your keys
in the car or on the outside lock
on the door. It sounds funny,
but people actually do that."
Another good idea is not
to leave valuables such as
purses, radar detectors or expensive textbooks on the seat.
Professional thieves "shopping"
for cars to break into choose the
ones they think are most likely
to have something of value inside.
Car alarms and parking
• in well-lighted areas are still
good ideas. If you park in a
back lot in the morning, move it
' forward in the afternoon. Most
break-ins occur in back lots.
UCF police are doing
what they can to protect car.s on
campus. In addition to crime
prevention p'r ograms they hope
• will educate the public, a parking lot student patrol is currently in t!aining, and the UCF
bike patrol has recently been
expanded from two officers to
four.
"Bicycles can get in and
out of parking lots more easily
than cars," McLendon said.
"Thieves are always on the lookout for police cars. They don't
look for police on bicycles."
Even though police are
doing all they can, McLendon
" is quick to point out they can't
do it alone.
"College communities
should take greater responsibility for what happens there and
operate the way the real world
does," McLendon said. "Involvement is the key. People
need to be involved by reporting suspicious activity. Too
often they don't bother. You've
got to realize that even if it's
someone else the criminal are
mes ing with one day, tomorrow it could be you.''

• "If the football team
would make more money instead of students paying higher
tuition, they
wouldn't
have to raise
the fee."
Soraya Vasquez
Political Science
• "Any increase is bad.
We need more parking,
though, but they don't nee.d to
raise fees for that. With over
15,000 cars here, that brings
in ?Ver a half-million in parking fees alone."
Steve Cassanova
Political Science

strain on students each semester."
Marko Browning
Criminal Justice

• "There's a tendency to
feel real bad about it until you
read more about the issue. I'm
not infom1ed enough right now.
Lots of things need more funding. A lot' of
clubs don't .
get enough
money. The
activity fee
should go to-'
ward more
student activities."
Dan Kreitz
Comm. Pending

• "I think it's great. I have
a lot of friends that go to other
universities,
and they have
to pay to go
see their football games.
We get to go
see ours for
free bec-ause of the activity
fees.'"
Darrin Johnson
Political Science

• "It's kind of necessary to
raise the fees, but they could
raise them less so it's not such a

• "They spent how much
money on a show we didn't
even see, and now they want to

~TOM j kEd dj ES
Wolff system tanning at

Tan-Fastique
Tanning Salon

raise the activity fee on
us? They paid for two
really
·! o u s y
bands.
T h e y
j u s t
gave
them
$13,000andforw~at? So
they could go to Disney
World? Yeah. 'Sec ya.
Thanks for stopping by!'
Let Studep.t Government
take it out of their own
pay, not mine.They should
spend more money on
parkillg."
Jeff Ross
Humanities
Compiled by Stephanie Copes
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Freshman sees hate first-hand
at Tampa NOW activist march
By TOM BAYSTON, Jr.
Staff Writer
Hate and discrimination still exists in our country.
Linda Reale says she found out
while participating in the March
to End Hate and Violence in
Tampa on Oct. 24.
Reale said it was the
stories about tourist murders in
Florida that made her decide to
be a part of the march, sponsored by National Organization
of Women (NOW). After she
heard a few of the speakers at
the rally before the march, she
began to realize there was a lot
more to discrimination than she
had originally thought.

Speakers
"One woman spoke
about verbal abuse and discrimination against women in the
work place," Reale said. "Another woman with HI¥ talked
about discrimination against
gays and lesbians. There was
talk of discrimination against
those of different cultures and
backgrounds."
The march' s turnout,
according to Reale, was "pretty
good."

"I was amazed how were saying over the marchers'
long the marching line stretched loud chants of "No more hate in
back," Reale said.
the Sunshine State!"
"The whole experience
With the music, the
speeches, the signs and plac- showed me how much more
ards and the crowd of marchers, society has to come before we
Reale got swept up in the ambi- have real equality," Reale said.
ence of a real protest march. "I "If the KKK hadn't been there,
felt like a real college student!" I may not have realized that it
It was marching past really exists, that people really
the allegedly-racist Church of do hate."
the Avengers that left the most
memorable impression on her. Media coverage
Reale thought the
march was a worthwhile effort
KKK
"There were people because it made people more
standing in front of the church aware. She said that while the
in full Ku Klux Klan costume, turnout was good, she was diswhite robes with the hoods and appointed that the march did
all. Some were just dressed in not get more TV coverage.
"If there had been any
all black - bl~ck jeans, shirts,
and so forth. They were all men real news on TV, my mom probexcept for one - a young girl ably would have called or someor woman. That really caught thing" added I(eale, who is
originally from Tampa.
my attention," Reale said.
Reale does not belong
"I thought that of all
people, women would be more to the UCF chapter of NOW,
compassionate, show more sen- the chief sponsor of the march
sitivity about discrimination in Tampa, but she intends to be
about others. Maybe that's a a political science major and
bias on my part, but it really takes active roles in several camshocked me," she continued . . pus organizations.
The people in front of
the church were shouting something back at the marchers, but
Reale could not hear what they
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1-800-JUMP123
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All states

With lifetime Warranty
Starting at $150.95
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"BUILD YOUR OWN SCUBA PKG. -LOWEST PRICES EVER- SHERWOOD/ZF.A.GLE"

Unloved, wrecked junk cars,
trucks, jeeps and vans, 1983
and newer.

Allstate has car insurance discounts
that can help save you money.
Which discounts do you qualify for?
Give us a call to find out.
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WANTED:

We have discounts
to help you drive down
the cost of car insurance

• fol' Nov. 6 011/y- Come em.f;1!!!"

ONE HOUR
PLEASE CALL AHEAD
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LOCATED AT UMATILLA AIRPORT
PARAGATORS
CENTRAL FL PARACHUTE CENTER
480 SKYLINE DR.
904 I 669-3339

MAKE THE JUMP NOW!
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Free services in Health Center
subsidized by student fees
Health, from page 1
terol and stress levels.
Alyssa Zwarych, another Wellness Center peer consultant, said that CHAMP gives
a lot of information to students
that they normally don't know
about, such as iron levels and
body fat.
There is a three-week
waiting period for the CHAMP
tests. Locke attributes this wait
to Biological Principles classes
that require students to participate in CHAMP.
Leslie Mayor, a sophomore majoring in math education, took the CHAMP test with
her biology class. "It was a
good test. It's good for people
to take it so they can see how
they are doing. I am looking
forward to seeing my results,"
she said.
After students see the
results of their test, peer consultants often hold follow-up
sessions with one-on-one personal health advising.
'We don't just send students on their way [after the
, test]. We explain everything to
them," Zwarych said. Peer consultants go over the test with the
students and set up personal
wellness plans for the students
to overcome any problems they
encountered from the results of
the CHAMP.
"We might refer students to the Health Center if it's
something physical. We might
set them up with a Stressbuddy.
If it's more than we can handle,
we also refer them to the Counseling and Testing Center,"
Zwarych said.

Stress buddies
Locke explained that
the Stress buddies program isn't
formal counseling, but it is often enough to help students get
though their problems. "We
are here to listen. Most of the
time, students need someone to
vent to or let their frustrations
out," he said.
Locke explained that
all of the services offered in the
Wellness Center are funded
from the Health Services Fee.
Students can also get
reduced rates on services from
the Health Center clinic. Xrays, lab tests and prescriptions
. are often 50 percent lower than
in the community. Over-thecounter products offered from
the UCF pharmacy are also
lower than community prices.
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A student, for example, can buy
100 aspirin for $1 and a 4-ounce
bottle of Robitussin DM for $2.

Increased enrollment
·Caesar Ross, CQordinator for Administrative Services at the Health Center, said
that more and more students are
using these services with the
increased enrollment.
And that increased enrollment has raised the number
of patient encounters at the
Health Center to an average of
35,000 a year.
Dr. John Langdon, the
director of the Health Center,
said that all state univer~ities
are required to have a Health
Center as mandated by the
Board of Regents. A committee is then formed to determine
the cost of the health fee. The
committee is comprised of a
minimum of three students and
three· non-student Health Center workers.

No increase proposed

Langdon said that he
has recommended no increase
in the health fee for the 1994-95
school year. He explained that
one visit to an emergency room
could cost the equivalent of the
health fee forthree semesters at ~------------------
UCF.
Since the Health Center first opened in October 1968
when it was primarily a walk-in
clinic, many changes have occurred to help meet the needs of
vast numbers of students that
visit the health center each day.
The Health Center now
averages between 150 to 200
patient visits a day. "There are
very few clinics around which
are seeing those kinds of numbers," said Langdon
Langdon estimates that
50 percent of the student population has used the Health Center. The other 50 percent, he
says, are affected by Health
Center programs such as AIDS
1
awareness and the Rape Crisis
8:25
Center.

e a- us

All over campus.
Totally free. ·

Rapid growth
Langdon said that the
services of the health center
have grown rapidly over the
past few years. The women's
health program has been "radi- ·
cally expanded" according to
Langdon, so that advanced
women's health problems can
be treated.
"We try .to generate
sensitive and specific programs
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If YOU WOULD LIKE TO SHARE IN THIS FRIENDLY AND SUPPORTIVE PATH
TO SPIRITUAL GROWTH, JOIN US ON SUNOA Y MORNINGS:
Fint U1itari11
Cll1Rll ., Orf11u

Worship 9:15 & 11:00
Rligious Education 10:00
1816 Eut Robinson St.
Drlllldo

that meet the specific needs of
the students. Our job is to get
the student back to the classroom, to get the illness over as
soon as possible," he said
Brantley Galloway, a
senior marketing major, said
that he is pleased with the services offered through the health
fee. "It's great, it makes it affordable for students," he said.
Some students, however, feel that they shouldn't
have to pay the health fee if they
have their own insurance and
their own doctor.
Martha Bradford, Administrative Assistant to the
director of the Health Center,
said that she often receives cal ls
from angry students who don't
want to pay for health services
that they don't use." One of the
reasons we have the health fee
is to keep the health center going," she said.
Langdon agrees, and
said that the Health Center has
to make -some sort of profit to
help pay for basic costs for the
building. He explained that the
Health Center will need a new
roof within the next few years
and the profits made will help
pay for the cost.
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Waco report: SWAT
team-style tactjcs
brutal and unnecessary

Nov. 3, 1993
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The popular image of SWAT teams is a branch of
(1H E 'fOLITleALL'f
law enforcement which specializes in foiling bank
CORR ~<:.7 WAY!)
robberies and rescuing hostages, yet the reality
couldn't be further from the truth. Two recent reports
on the Waco/Koresh incident from the Treasury and
Justice departments, along with a questionable -history
with many Waco-type instances, not only question the
myth of SWAT teams, but also question the motives
behind their use.
The original idea and motive of SWAT teams were
created by officials of then-California governor
Ronald Reagan, and it was first implemented by
~~?
former Los Angeles Chief of Police Daryl Gates in the
late 1960s. The intention underlying their desire to use
such a method of police protection was not so much
their fears of terrorists or bank robbers, but rather their
fears of the anti-war movement.
1\/3
This is how SWAT teams have often been used as an instrument of political oppression. In 1969, the
SWAT team in Chicago entered the apartment of Fred
Hampton and Mark Clark, two Black Panthers, and
murdered them while they were in their beds. In 1985,
the Philadelphia SWAT team destroyed an entire city
block after firebombing the radical political group
YO!YO!YO! Le muthafuckin'
MOVE. Earlier this year, a woman was murdered by
Soapbo~
is in effect, G. The opinion
the St. Petersburg SWAT team for refusing to be
editor is in the house, y'all, and if the
committed to a psychiatric hospital. What happened in
bitch can't swim, then she's bound
Waco was business as usual - a disastrous misuse of
power.
, to drisown.
According to the FBI Lai,v Enforcement Bulletin,
That's right, patriot. They call me Couldn't they have turned down the money? Couldn't
"... in 1989, 81 percent of police departments surveyed
"opinion editor" in these part.s. When . they have said, "You know, you guys probably need this
said their SWAT teams used 'surveillance' to gather
I was offered the job, I could have money more than we do, so, seeing as we didn'.t play a
information; 17 percent practice 'infiltration of
sworn that I heard the editor-in..:chief mention s_omething note, here, keep it. We would feel like thieves if we took
extremist groups."' The article goes on to say that
about"legionsofadoringwomen"asoneofthecountless this."
nearly half of all SWAT teams surveyed are often ·
· : rks associated with the job, but that must have been an
But that didn't hap~. I guess Saigon Kick needs that
assigned to patrel union picket lines and peaceful
auditory hallucination on my part. Actually, the job $13.000sotheycanbuystudiutimetorecordmoresterile
protests.
In situations where they are glorified on television, entails giving up a large chunk of the weekend for sub- songs about love (both requited and unrequited) with a
SWAT teams are unnecessary. In the April 1993 issue minimum wage pay. It's rather unglamorous work; girls rockin' ode to week_ends thrown in f?r good measure. A
don't walk by me and say, "Isn't that the opinion editor God-awful glam-rock band called Saigon Kick is laughof the FBI Law Enforcement Bulletin, Lt. Tom Gabor
of The Central Florida Future? Ohh ... He's dreamy!" ing all the way to the bank, much to the students' chagrin.
of the Culver City, Calif., police department claims:
that "there exist hter3lly thousands of unnecessary ·
The only feedback I get for my grueling labor is these
Which brings me to my suggestion. For next year's
SWAT team units." Gabor also says that "regular
angry replies to Shannon Martin's columni and a re- homecoming concert, why not get a band with integrity,
patrol officers could handle 99 percent of situations in sponse from the Campus Activities Board, who had the a band with ethics, a band with morals, a band that would
which SWAT squads are activated."
gall to refer to Saigon Kick as "artists," when I think the probably play for considerably less than $13,000, and
SW AT teams and the tactics they use are a means
more apt description yvould be "unscrupulous hacks."
would probably bring IO times as many people as Saigon
to bmtally enforce the status quo. The Treasury and
Which brings me to what I wanted to write about (it Kick ever could.
Justice reports on the Waco incident seem to confirm
certainly wasn't to whine about how "taxing" my jobs
For next years homecomi:1g concert, GET FUGAZJ.
this. Run-amok police tactics and attempted Rambo/
are, I'll leave that to certain SG pres·idents who make
I would trust Fugazi not to run off with our Activity
Chuck Norris-style solutions to problems such as what
more money in one year than all the Future staff mem- and Service Fee money if they were unable to play due
transpired at the Branch Davidian compound rarely
bers combined). I want to make a suggestion to CAB, to .Mother Nature. I also think that, for a refreshing
work, and usually have calamitous consequences.
which I assume they will leave instead of take, but it's change, there would be an amazing turnout for the
How many more Waco-style incidents must occur
submitted for their approval anyway.
homecoming concert. GET FUGAZI.
before people start to question the tactics used by
Dear
CAB:
It's just a suggestion; like I said, take it or leave it. But
SWAT teams? The time has come to question the
I understand that, due to contractual agreements, you if you do take this suggestion, I could almost guarantee
why's and how's of tactical policing, because the
had
to pay Saigon Kick $13,000 for not playing, but that that your reputation with past homecomings would be
methods.employed by SW AT teams are reminiscent
doesn'tmakeitany lessappallingtomethatSaigon Kick salvaged, and I'm willing to bet that a lot more students
of the Gestapo or perhaps Salvadoran death squads.
I
had the nerve to take the money. It was no doubt the would rather hear "Waiting Room'' instead of "Love is
While David Koresh should not be glorified as a
easiest $13,000 those bastards ever made.
on the Way."
m.~rtyr, it's scary to consider that most towns in
America have a division of the police department
For all intents and purposes, those mousse-infested
Well I guess that's all for this week.
dedicated to extremist suppression.
artists stole $13,000 from a resource-starved university.
You can stop reading now.
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CAB, bring Fugazi next year
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A cellist's wonderful secret
It's a lovely day. The sun
"I have to go back home.
is bright in a cloudless sky
I can't afford to stay here."
and it is warm, even hot, but
"Didn't they give you a
that never bothered me. I
scholarship?" She is an ex~rive on campus and begin
cellent pianist.
my quest. Five minutes later, I find a parking place. It's
'They were all taken when I got here. And the
in deep sand, and it might be a challenge getting out department," a am reminded that we are merely a
(especially if it rains) but that's okay.
department) "can't authorize another for me."
I have a secret.
Shameful. She really deserves money from this school.
I am late to class. "Should've got up five minutes
We sit silently as the soun.d of warped, de-tuned
earlier," I tell my professor. I want to lash out, strangle
pianos escapes the building. I want to cheer her up.
him, and say, "It's not my fault!" but I don't.
"Well things aren't so bad. I mean, we'll have a new
I have a secret.
student union soon. Isn't that great?"
I go to my locker, which I am forced to share, and strap
Her ~xpression doesn't change. I continue.
on my cello. I carry it over to the Humanities and Fine
"Just think of it! Retail stores, fast food franchises, a
Arts building and walk in. A tumultuous cacophony
washes over me as. music from each practice room flows pub,gamero.oms. There was even talk of a movie theater!
out through the unsound-proof walls and doors. Me- What more could we want? You won'teven want to play
thodically, I check each room. There are only 11, and of piano, you'll be so busy."
I don't even look sarcastic when I say it. I've gotten so
course, all are taken. "Oh well," I say audibly. "Really,
good at sarc~sm. .
I don't mind."
I have a secret.
Outside, I see a friend. She is glum. "Whaf s wrong?" Andy-BobNolenisaseniormajoringinmusicperfonnance.

"Oh no, it's my husband! Quick, get back on the floor."

In .Limbo

Tony Whitten
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Letters

.
readers, opposite to the suppositional object of his edito.

Martin takes wrong approach in column

I am writing in response to Shannon Martin's article,

"Ethnicity should not be confused with racism_." I agree
that this confusion should have no place in evaluating an
editorial, but unfortunately, I feel that Shannon is baffled
by the difference. I am surprised to see almost every
article written by Mr. Martin, with slightly different
anecdotes, especially knowing Shannon personally. I
have been a friend of Shannon's for about a year and have
read many of his articles and have agreed with many of
his ideas and have understood many of his grievances. It
is hard to believe the difference I encounter between
talking to him and reading many of his articles. There
seems to be a large change between the two. I have a
problem with the way his .points are attempting to be
conveyed, and some of the points themselves.
The article revolves around the prejudice faced by
minorities on campus or in the local area. I am a white
male, raised in an upper-middle class family, Jiving with
the many contradicting views of a Rush Limbaughinspired roommate, but this stereotype does not necessarily make me "The Man." I was taught not to judge
others by the outer layer but by individualism and to
continue to keep an open mind. I may not have experienced discrimination to the extent that perhaps Shannon
Martin faces every week or others who aren't light
kinned males, but everyone faces discrimination to
, ome degree, whether it be by age, sex race or religion.
Any di crimination is wrong, and the statement made
"'Because Black people rule,' just to pis her off" is
raci t in it elf. This only destroys any credibility or
understanding an author of any editorial may have. This
incredible fallacy clo e minds and form anger among

rials. ·
Many of these statements and ideas, as well-founded
and truthful as they may be, are not supported and
therefore are shunned upon by others who don't happen
to know Shannon personally. Instead, the article, from
week to week, seems fo be a bitter bitching fest that
conveys sensationalism instead of arising issues that
could and should raise awareness and eventually acceptance.
Don't get my reply wrong; I believe that Shannon has
an incredible character and a voice that needs to be heard.
Unfortunately, not every student is able to talk to him eye
to eye to see his true view and not the complaining
bitterness that is written. I simply hope that the truth
arises among the s~nsationalism.
Stephen J. Desjarlais
English
Editor Note: Due to space restrictions, we are unable to
print all ofthe respones to Martin's column, but they hnve
been brought to his attention.

cancelled Homecoming concert in the Oct. 27, 1993
edition of the Central Florida Future. I would like to
shed some light on this subject if I may. The band was
paid $13,000, and .the show was cancelled due to rain.
The Campus Activities Board had a binding contract
with Saigon K!ck. A contract is an agreement to
compensate artists for their services.
The Homecoming concert was billed as a rain or shine
event, but there was a point when the rain presented a
hazard to the crew and the artists. It is true that there was
not a rain venue, because there was not an available
venue on campus. Even if there was another venue
available, it would have taken another day to set up all the
equipment. In fact, the artist had another engagement in
Tampa the next day.
I know that this was very disappointing to the students
of UCF. It was even more disappointing to us, since we
had worked very long and hard on this project. Believe
me, our decision to cancel the show was not an easy one.
. The Board, the management, the crew and the production
staff all sat down and discussed this. No one wanted to
cancel the show, but we saw this as our only option.

CAB responds to Homecoming criticism

I am writing this in regard to the commentary about the

Trey McManis
CAB concerts director
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Female roommate wanted to share
house with male & female. Own
room & bath, $240 + 1/3 utilities,
658-1222.

GREEK CORNER
Delta Sigma Pi
hanks to everyone who helped
ake our chapter NUMBER 5 IN
HE NATION! Also, thanks to ttie
eople who helped out at last
eekend's fund-raiser. Remember,
Paddle Night is Saturday; we'll see
hich big brother has the biggest,
h, paddle. See ya there! PROUD
0 BE A DELTA SIG!

Winter Park-2 BR/2 BA
townhouse. Female to share with
same. Available immediately. $325
+ 1/2, 671-6144.

FOR RENT
Apartment for rent, lake view, walk
from UCF, $425 month, 349-2723.

CLUB INFO

Boston Chicken
Now hiring all positions-Advancement potential, vacaton & meal
benefits-Apply in person, 12141
Collegiate Way, Orlando, FL
32817-accepting applications after 10/29/93.

'84 Tempo, Auto, air, stereo, 4door, newtires, good condition, both
inside and out! $1,350 o.b.o., call
823-4426 . .

1988 Pontiac Grand Am, Blue with
Blue interior, 69,000 miles. Air, auto
and cruise, car in great shape, call
788-2740; $3r800.

Nov. 3 ,1993
Greeks & Clubs
RAISE UP TO $1,000 IN JUST 1
WEEK! For your fraternity, sorority
or. club. Plus $1,000 for yourself!
And a free T-shirt just for calling 1800-932-0528 ext. 75.

1-------------------1

TJPISTS

•

CRUISE SHIP JOBS!
,___________________, Students needed! Earn $2,000+
1987 Honda Interceptor $1,000. w/
2 new helmets, white/looks good/
runs great, call _Rodney 407-9311794, if not home, leave m~ssage.

monthly. Summer/holidays/fulltime.
World travel. Caribbean, Hawaii,
Europe, Mexico. Tour Guides, Gift
Shop Sles, Deck Hands, Casino
Workers, etc. No experience necessary. CALL 602-680-4647, ext.
C147.

WP6.0, editing, APA, etc. 366-0538

Academic papers/resumes . Reasonable rates. Near UCF & VCC.
277-6946.

Hunters Reserve $595 2 BD/Bth 1 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
FILIPINO AMERICAN STUDENT min. from UCF. As of 12/1 washer/
TYPING SERVICES: Term papers,
ASSOCIATION
dryer, vaulted ceiling, microwave, VespaMotorscooter,yr1975, Italy's 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 manuscripts, reports, theses, etc.
·
Another packed house at our last beautiful, 366-8511.
finest. 700 original miles, $1 ,500.00.
Work done quickly and efficiently.
AA Cruise & Travel Jobs. Earn Spell .check used on all papers.
meeting! Nominations were given • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - < Call 323-8459.
to people interested in being offic$2,500/mo + travel the world free! 240-6371.
ers, but they are still open to any- Apartment for rent, lake view, walk 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - = - - i (Caribbean, Europe, Hawaii, Asia!)
Cruise lines· now hiring for busy A+ Typing and Word Processing
body willing to run. Elections will be from UCF, $425/month, 349-2723.
held Monday, Nov. 8 at 6 p.m. in i - - - - - - - - -- - - - - 1 Tired of asking for rides? Need fi- holiday, spring and summer sea- Qualityworkthat'sfastandaffordable!
SC214. For more info call John Z. at
nancing? No credit or bad credit? sons. Guaranteed employment! Call Papers, resumes and more
Fast• Easy• Free
'No problem! Build your credit while (919) 929-4398 ext. 21.
All work done on laser printer
767-5642 or Tukz T. at 381-2372.
CU there! Mabuhay!
building your education! Choose
More than 13 years experience
Apts • Homes • Condos
(407) 657-8282
fromalargeselectionoflate-model r - - - - - -- - - - - - - ------1 Call today: 366-7123
warranteed vehicles! Call now for
Located close to UCF
UCF DIVE CLUB-SCUBA-DUBA!
more information! FAIRGROUND
Landscape and maintenance
Meeting Today, 5-7 p.m. in SOL.
MOTORS. 407-295-6535.
helper, part time, to service quality TYPING SERVICE: Term papers,
Where you been? Let's get funky!!
accounts in Apopka/Longwood letters, resumes, reports and other
More info from Andrew @ 382area. Must be honest, exp. pre- documents. Quality work! Fastser8007.
Super Single water bed, $50.00
ferred. Own car and phone. 290- vice! Call Amy 678-2973.
> - - - - - - - - - - ----+ 365-3929.
5906.
WORDMASTERS
Public Relations Club
and Resume Service
Typing
Our next meeting will be tomorrow, 286 AT Computer, 1 meg RAM, 40
Since 1986 tor all you student needs.
Thur. 4 Nov 93@ 9 p.m. in PH114. megHD, 3112 , 5114 floppies,mono- FOODSTAFF-Seeking exp'd
IBM and laser equip. Same day
All majors welcome.
chrome EGA monitor, $300 , Rob, part-time employees for the followservice avail. We've moved, call for
Come find out what you're ca- 359 _8235 .
ing: banquet servers, bartenders,
info. 277-9600.
pable of.
convention service, line cooks and
. - - - - - - - - - - - -___:---- - - - - - - - - - - ! special event personnel. Above-avGarth' Brooks tickets, for Saturday erage pay, flexible hours. Call 679- Child care-Oviedo/UCF
Responsible, mature,' must have Term papers and resumes at TERCAMPUS ACTION FOR ANIMALS Nov. 20th show: call 658-4327.
0003 for appt. NO FEE!
own transportation. 5 & 7 years old, RIFIC ra!es, 281-8888. M-S 9-9.
MEETING Nov. 9 in SC Rm 211 23 p.m. Loreal has stopped testing, _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____,
Mon thru Thurs, 3-4 hrs/nite, call WP5.1 and Desktop.
on animals! Thanks to everyone CAR . STEREOS-Alpine 3334 ,____ _ _ _ __ _ __ ____, 359-9372.
who signed the petition.
EQ-$200, Kicker 12" subs-$75
KCO Inc. Typing $1.50 678-6735 .
......--------~--_, ea., Gerwin-Vega 9" subs-$125/
Lawn and yardwork. Downtown
pr., 6-disc CD changer-$250 Orlando, approximately two days a Child care-2 girls; 2 to 6:30 p.m.
UCF KARATE CLUB
(new), lots more, 679-2410.
month-experience preferred. Mon to Fri; non-smoker; must have Typing-call Nancy at 671-7830.
Beginners Class Forming
$8.00 per hour. 898-8082.
car; reference required; call 677- Five years with UCF. Reasonable
Tue & Thur Nites 8-9:30 p.m.
1717.
Tired of renting? Own for less!
rates.
Call 249-7782 for information
Spacious 1/1 w/huge walk-in clos- r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - j
r - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - + ets, fully equipped kitchen, window
FREE TRIPS AND MONEY! lndi- Academic papers-WP 5.1 all
covers, screened balcony overlooks
UCF Entrepreneurs
viduals and Student Organizations styles, Suzanne Rogers, BA Eng., ,
We'll make your business idea work. quiet cou·rtayrd! Off Goldenrod- Travel Agents-no school or Exp. wanted to promote the Hottest
629-0266, reasonable.
Meetings Tuesdays 5:30 (BA 221) seconds to shopping; minutes to necessary. Will train. Hight ener- Spring Break Destinations, call the
For more info call Chris 275-8623. UCF & WPi Call Janice or Brad- getic work place. Eve. hrs. Call now. nation's leader, Inter-Campus ProSalary or commission. 767-8890.
862-8000!
grams, 1-800-327-6013.

FOR SALE

1

HFLPWANTED

ROOMMA'JES

Queen-Size Futon bed excellent
condition, $125, Negotiable, 678Ambitious, Hardworking individu4494.
Female, non-smoker to share 2 b.d/i--------~------j als 20-45 to work 15 hours/week.
Self-starters interested in earning
2ba. $345/mo., 678-5113.
r - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - 1 Like-new bedroom set: dresser,
$2,000/month. Call 365-1076 for .
nitestand, headboard fits full/queen appt.
Mature M/F-NS needed to share 2 $150 o.b.o. 381-3657 or page 9811--------------i
BR/2BA apartment with Male NS, 725 5.
call
341-2495,
leave
message
for
,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____,
John.
I

Weights & bench $75. Soloflex w/
all attachments $650. Glass dinette
M/F non-smoker Mstr Bdrm of 3 BD w/4 mauvre chairs $135. Twin bed
Apt, own bath, walk-in closet, $220 $60. Sofa bed $60. 365-7532 after
+ 1/3 utl., must be honest, 282- 4 p.m.
9087, anytime.

r-------------1

I

I

Minutes to Campus ...
4 bedrooms 3 full baths ...
Large rooms, 2 story ...
Must be neat nonsmoker...
$327.50 + 1/3....
Call now 678-2449

FINS roommate needed to share 3
BDRM/2 BATH duplex3 miles from
UCF, $225 + 1/3 utilities, call 6784494.

AUTOS

Going home for the Holidays? Need
a fun part-time job? The HONEY
BAKED HAM CO. is in search of
seasonal help to fill oursalescounter
and production positions. We have
stores located in the following markets: Orlando, Tampa, St. Petersburg, Sarasota, Melbourne and

Make money playing Nintendo
video games anywh~r in the nation .
If you are available various days
and hours between Nov. 20 and
Dec. 26, call Gretchen Hominy at 1800-299-5260 for more information.

Math Tutor-College Algebra
Calculus; Mature, Dependable, a
your convenience, 2 years experi
ence, 644-3536.

SERVICES

Algebra, trigonometry, calculus I
II, college and university physics I
II, at your convenience , three year
experience, first session free! Cal
Michael at 678-5827.

Free Money-For College
No Joke!
Millions-where it is
and how to find it
Free information, call
(813) 328-3304.

t

CAMPUS REP
WANTED

information, send a S.A.S.E. to:

l

bulletin boards for companies such as

appt. call 831-7889.
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'85 Toyota Truck, Great Condition,
AC, $2,750 O.B.O., 273-2765.
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Honda ·Accord LX 1984, Ice-cold
AC, Auto, sunroof, one owner, only
$1,995. Call Tony at 423-4045 M/S
8 to 6.

C5418.
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What is being a university student
all about? ·

Shuffling slowly across homo genous
constructs of an office building bathed in
fluor~scent light, a person walks toward me,
staring through me like the .dead eye of a
television set, his face stretched taut by the
frequency ofa distress signal. At first glance
- disheveled hair, wrinkled shirt with the
faded scarlet letters of "Janitor" on his chest,
brown worker's boots - you'd think his
head was swimming with banal-white conversations, Budweiser proverbs and sit-com
wisdom. But 30 feet away his light gray eyes
reflect some inner darkness, a psychic tension which betrays the probability that he
hasn't come to discuss the latest reruns of
"Cheers."
Darrin Brown earned a degree in liberal
studies and has yet to find a "real" job after
five long years of searching. He disturbingly
refers to his dilemma as " ... only one symptom of a terminal disease. " He has come to
talk to me on his lunch hour. We sit down in
the lounge on vinyl seats amidst the chaos
and noise of vending machines and a television set blaring out the local news ....

Iq college they bore you into submission. They apply pressure, call it discipline and finally when you do get to graduate .... After you cave in and collapse, you
are a squeaky clean cog - mindless,
generic, innocuous. That the professors
were a part of the sales conspiracy and
members of a bland and impotent elitism.
That all they taught me were skills to
blunt, soften and saturate my instincts, my
will to survive ... And march me with a
minimum delay down this mass production line for a faceless work force. That
I'm a Pavlovian slave salivating at the
~ound of the cash till. When I was a
freshman I used to think that I must be
crazy or stupid. But no one noticed. It was
obvious to me. Why didn't they tell us that
it was a lie ... Why was wisdom and
knowledge held so high? It was just another sales gimmick ... a marketing strategy.

What is education to you?
Education is a word that to me implies
giving up, giving in and spiritual compromise ... a strip mining of the natural resources of the mind, a cropping and sanding process of dehumanization and interchangeability.:. Man forcing man to mimic
machines for some one else's profit.

You 're a janitor?
Yeah. I do some cleaning and some
maintenance.

Do you thirik you'll ever get a
"real" job?
I don't know. I'm as successful at
this job as I'll ever be at any job. Money,
happiness - who knows.

Why did you become educated then?
Its just the route I chose because it
seemed to hold the most promise and it
seemed necessary for my survival. At odd
times, I think we' ve all got a gun at our
heads to become economically viable ...
The poor are jailed, overlooked and anonymous ... I didn't want to be a part of the
mass movement.

What do you think of the university system now that you've gotten through
it?
The truth is that the university system is one of the industries of the country. It's
inextricably linked to capitalism. It's ridiculous to separate it. That's mere illusion.

What about "enlightenment and
truth?" ... How many times can you use
those words?
It's like Christmas. We've packaged
it and it sells. We only consider what's going
on the day after Christmas .... That's when
the shit hits the fan.

How has it changed your life?

What about work?
Work is the lowest form of prostitution. Especially at this level of the game.
I've worked here for the past three years.
I'm still looking for a job.
Have you burned your diploma lately?
photo/best

The nightmare continues. It's just
the same, only I'm 27 and I have a worthless piece of paper that my mother has put
in a frame to decorate her living room coffee table. I'm $9,000 in debt. Disillusioned.
·

When did y.ou realize that what you've accomplished ...
Most people who have earned degrees like me realize early on the futility
of the act. I've always asked myself questions like if a degree actually was worth
something or brought success, then why aren't there more successful people?
Obviously, there's more people with degrees than ever.

What about the future?

What future? I took the first bite and
they've kept it coming. I ate so much I'm
ready to explode. I doubt if I can swallow another bite.
He looks blankly at the clock. Five to one. He shrugs and says he has to
get back to work. Darrin walks nonchalantly toward the maintenance shop and
disappears inside. I walk out to the parking lot, the broken beams of a pale sun
warm my skin. I hear a shout. I turn to my left and Darrin wearing a strained smile
waves at me from across the parking loi, then he empties some garbage cans into
the dumpster.
•Anton Estin
Revelation Staff Writer
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Attention literature lovers:
It's time for yet another timeless classic to be turned into Steak-umm via
the film industry. True, a few classics
have been honorably done (take
Martin Scorcese's "The Age Of Innocence" for example), but most of
them are flashy duds, like last year's
"Dracula."
Next on the classic destruction agenda is Virginia Woolf s "Orlando." Woolf s novel was a skillful
probe into the battle of the sexes. It
had one great twist to it, too. The
battle of the sexes were portrayed
within the same person: main character, Orlando, who naturally changes
sexes midway through the tale to
depict bo~h a male and female view of sexual discrimination.
On film, the beauty of Woolf s prose translates into sleek.
and glossy photography, but little else. But, while much of the
plot stays tru~ to the book, all the reasoning is fost, and the viewer
is left in confusion.
Tilda-Swanson plays Orlando. She is a strikingly beautiful lookingwoman, with her pale face and red locks of hair. She
.seems rema£kably believable portraying .Orlando as a man. Only
as a woman does she lose some of her character's edge.
The· film begins with Orlando as a member of English
royalty, penning lousy poetry and trying to feel romantic. He is

"Crying Game" Deja-Vu
Courtesy/ Sony- Pictures Classics
''ORLANDO"
Unrated

**

* Poor ** Fair
*** Good **** Excellent
Key:

the classic Byron stereotype, longing
for love and adventure. He hobnobs
with the elite and wealthy and political, and the lavish settings and costumes are quite a show in themselves.
As the fil~ moves onward,
Orlando is made ambassador to Egypt
and befriends the King of Egypt right
before the British invade the country.
Then, miraculously, Orlando changes
sexes overnight. The act is unexplained and startling.
This natural sex change is sup·posed to signal the point where Orlando is looked upon differently by
society, but in ways, it only leads to
the viewer's confusion.
Orlando's transition stuns the
character at first, but then, as a woman, she learns to use her
femininity to her advantage by caputuring the love of an adventurer (played by Billy Zane in his best Fabio imitation).
So, Orlando· gets pregnant and has a child and is happy
finally, as a woman. So what? There's nothing here to prove her
reasons. or anything. Writer-director Sally Potter leaves us
blank. This is a lavish looking picture that fails to justify any of
its actions, and in the end, we're left barren and unsatisfied.
"Orlando" is a l~shly decorated, semi-intelligent dud.·
·
•Eyal Goldshmid
Revelation Staff Writer
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Leaves & Roots
P(us Spices
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:J{mdreas of 'Buff\..%r6s!
Oifs •Incense • 'BooRJ •

:Jfer6 Li6rary and 1Wearch 'Ia6Ce
Monday-Saturday 1Oa.m. to 6p.m.
9434 E. Colonial Dr. • Orlando, FL 32817

823-8840

Seed ·Characters ... ~
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• L L . .EW SHC»W

LED ZEPPELIN

OPENS OCT. 22, 1 993
ALL SHOWS ARE LED ZEPPEUN
ON OPENING WEEKEND!

SCHEDULE FOR FOLLOWING WEEKENDS

Every Friday Night • CQst $5.00
9:00 p.m. - Alternative Laser Static 2
10:30 p.m - LED -ZEPPELIN
Midnight - PINK FLOYD: Wish You Were_Here

SEWy CHAl<A,TERS'

Every Saturday Night • Cost $5.00
9:00 p.m. - Alternative Laser Static 2
10:30 p.m - Alternative Laser Static 2
Midnight - LED ZEPPELIN

MP H£L.P •• •

Save Garth
Brooks' Hat!
be on the lookout for 'em!
Flea World T-44/46

Seating is limited and on a first-come, first-served basis
prices and shows subiect to change without notice.
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Orlando Science Center I John Young Planetarium
810 E. Rollins Street• Orlando, FL 32803 • 407-896-7151
Take 1-4 to exit 43, l / 4 mile East on le& in Loch Haven Park.
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Ladies and gentlemen, we are now cruis- kill him, or so he believes.
ing at 35, 000 feet. It looks like smooth sailing.
Walking on the edge of high rises, trying
An explosion rocks the plane.
to get run over by cars, eating poisonous foods and
Stay calm. We have everything under driving into brick walls are just part of the fun.
control.
Can you say ''flashback? "
The fuselage catches
Bridges tests the bounds
fire.
of
reality
which destroy his mar''FEARLESS"
Hold on everybody.
riage, his son, his job and basiRated R
We're going to make it.
cally his life. But he's immortal,
The plane explodes in
so who cares.
a fiery ball of flame.
then he begins to remei;nPlease return your
ber.. seats to the upright position.
My partner was decapiThank you and have a
tated on that plane by a razornice day.
sharp, 8-foot steel girder.
Key: * Poor ** Fair
Now that you' re dead,
The film at times is me*** Good **** Excellent
you see a bright light at the end
diocre but Bridges' exceptional
of the plane. You walk toward
talent creates clarity.
it and all the passengers follow you. You emerge
I'm not afraid of death.
in a field.
Th~ plane plummets toward the ground.
So this is heaven.
Follow me toward the light.
You walk through the tall grass. Then
This is where the film screws up.
you see the wreckage.
If they had ended the f~lm the right way,
Maybe you're not dead.
there would have been a truly metaphysical phiSo what are you?
losophy in presentation.
I am immortal.
But they end it in typical Hollywood style.
Jeff Bridges esoapes death on this asToo bad.
•Tim W assberg
sumption and enters life without death and a
Entertainment Editor
sense of redemption in "Fearless." God cannot

t.
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: AVAABOUNDS AT UNIVERSITY COFFEEHOUSE
I was having a pretty bad time the first time I
' ver walked into Java Jabbers. I had just moved to
Orlando from Miami, and the few women I knew in
town I had already lost interest in. It was a Saturday
night, and I decided to check out a movie over at the
UC6 Cinemas. I needed to escape, and a little flick like
''The Fugitive" seemed like the best way to do it.
When I walked out of the theater, I still h.ad the
blues. Then, I heard the blues. They were coming from
this little place with dark windows next to the movie
theater. Not quite ready to end my evening, I decided
·o investigate.
Java Jabbers turned out to be quite a nice little
coffee house. As soon as I entered, I was gree.ted by the
character behind the coffee house, artist and entrepreneur Doug Stickney, who opened the place ill August.
Within the first few sips of my iced cappuccino, I was
hooked.
Java Jabbers has the ambience that a good
coffee house needs. Work done by local artists hangs
on the walls, and other artists are encouraged to exhibit
their work there also. A commitment to the arts is what
the American coffee house is traditionally about, and
so is Doug Stickney. "I' 11 give them [artists] every
opportunity they can get for exposure without taking
any type of commission," Doug said as we lounged in
one of the back booths. Current plans include poetry
readings and musical performances by local artists;
anyone can give it a shot. "That's what Java Jabbers is
all about."

Of course, people come to Java Jabbers for
more than the music and the pretty pictures on the wall.
They want to eat and they want to drink, and to those
ends Java Jabbers provides. There Is an assortment of

coffee mood. Oh yeah, did I mention the coffee?
Doug is a man who takes his coffee with much
more than a grain of salt. Java Jabbers has 17 different
blends of coffee to choose from. There are also any
number of espressos, cappuccinos or coffee coolers to
choose from. Even Latte. There is no coffee menu at
Java Jabbers. If you have a kind of coffee you would
like, they'll try to accommodate you, and most often
· they will. This place knows its coffee.
All in all, I recommend you give Java Jabbers
a try. It's open seven days a week from 11 a.m. to late
in the evening. Walk in there and allow the music to
carry you to one of the counter-side stools. Order a cup
of coffee from Barbara, the weekend waitress. Sit
down, talk, look and listen. You may not find exactly
Cuban fare and salads to choose from . In addition to what you're looking for, but you will have a good time.
that, Java Jabbers has a nice variety of foreign and Besides, it definitely beats paying cover at the Edge.
domestic beers for those times that you're not in ·a
•Steve Lastoe
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Student. Legal Services
Problems With:
, Landlords
Insurance
Contracts
Traffic Tickets

1

Need:
A Will
A Name Change
Uncontested Dissolutfon
UCF's Student Legal Services provides free
legal consultation and representation in
certain legal areas for qualified UCF students.
For informatio~ or an appointment
call 823-2538
or stop by the Student Center
Room 210
Monday-Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Ftinde4 through Activity & Service Fee
by the Student.Government Association

TIBBITTS
AUTOMOTIVE CARE
.ftI~ri'i.Years

in Orlando·

•
•
Guaranteed
671-7000
6400 University Blvd.
365-3085
2981 Alafaya Trail
\..

All Major Credjt Cards &
Persona] Checks Accented

·;.,
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At the bar the liquor
flowed.

•

•

Down on the floor
people suckled their beer as
the women strode by in their
flesh-tight uniforms.
The music was blaring from the giant speakers at
either side of the crowded
stage.
But it was dark.
Then the Colour exploded.
From the frenzy of
the midnight hour came a band
unwithered from live performances. The energy level created was much more concentrated and powerful inside the
bowels of The Station than
that of Living Colour's larger
gigs. And it was loud.
Jumping from thrash
metal in pseudo-rap into ballads then into speed metal is
Living Colour's wide range of
versatility.Fromtheritual-like
"Cult of Personality" to the
· sing-along "Elvis is Dead" to
the moody (blue lights, please)
rendition of "Love Rears Its

"Mommy, Look at All The Pretty Colours"-"Don't Puke Dear"

Ugly Head,"thecrowdkeptpace.
Moshing was abundant
as was the effervescent stage
diving, which featured a gigantic, jumping pudgy man who
was caught by the crowd, then
thrown .immediately onto the
floor. Corey Weld jumped into
the audience every time the bodyguard wasn't looking, but the

Photos/Wassberg

guard caught him and immedi- .before toppling back onto the
ately pulled him out. Then he stage.
Throughout the set there
did a backflip into the audience
and took a tour around the main was an ambience of terrific guifloor via the hands of his con- . tar solos and drum rhetorics
cert-goers. Not one to shy away which perfectly echoed and retfrom conviction, lead guitarist rograded into Weld's veritable
Vernon Reed also jumped onto voice changes from jazz tenor to
the crowd and proceeded to do a screaming psycho.
The lights were shaded
handstand on top of the crowd

into deep blues and blinding
reds: I stood next to the blaring
amps taking pictures. It had its
moments.
The music jumped
fr9m ballad to speed metal. At
one point, Corey Weld jumped
·up and said, "There's more to
Orlando than Disney!" Then
he began chanting with the audience. "Say Fuck Disney!...
Say Fuck Mickey!" Golly,
what a nice mouse.
Now about that damn
duck.
More beer anyone ?
The lights went out.
Did I hear the word·
"encore?"
Now instead of doing
some bullshit ballad like some
other bands, Living Colour
strode forth into a hard-edged
rock piece before retiring into
some more stage diving.
Then the lights came _
up.
Theplacewasamess.
•Tim Wass berg
Entertainment Editor
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SOCCER from page 20

happen."
Catch her with her back to
the goal, she' ll tum and shoot.
If the ball's in the air, she'll
play it over your head. One

way or the other, Kochevar
finds a way to put a shot on
goal. Give her three or four
shots in a game, and chances
are, she'll beat your keeper.
"I'd l.ike to think of myself as
a playmaker," says Kochevar. "I

Kelly Kochevar broke the school record for most goals in a
game with five against the Lady Hatters. (DeHoog/Future)

to help people out and create
scoring opportunities for them."
Kochevar broke the school
record for most goals in a match
with five against Stetson Oct. 26.
"I started slow this year," says
Kochevar. ''I was really frustrated
early on. But around the time we
came home, we all started to play
better. I think the home crowd
helps."
Kochevar has started all 15
games so far for the Lady Knights,
but subs Julia Ames and Kelly
Stout have had alot of playing time
in her position.
"K~lly' s a sprinter, not a runner," says Richter. "She hates running long distance."
"Yeah," agrees Kochevar. "I'd
rather do anything. I make 10 runs
in a row and I have a right to be
tired."
"She's in good shape as far as
fitness though," Richter goes on to
say. "I haven't been taking herout
because offatigue. She just needs a
rest once in a while."
So do. opposing defenses.
Of course, since the home
opener against Lynn, it hasn't
done the other teams very much
good. After a scoreless tie
against Lynn, no team has been
able to stop Kochevar from
scoring. And you know what
that _means.
try

Anthropology, Art, Biology, Economics, Education

Equal Employment Opportunity/ Affirmative Action Employer

Roadway Package Sysyem,
a small package carr~er has part-time openings
for package handlers. The position is for loading and unloading trucks and moving packages
within the terminal.
Work shifts available:
2am- 6:30 am
5:30 pm-9:30 pm
Salary is $7 per hour

Apply to: Roadway Package System
3001 Old Winter Garden Road
or call (-407) 297-3715

·11 :00 A.M.
CATHOLIC CAMPUS MASS
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Saturday Vigil Mass: 6 p.m.
Sunday Masses:
8a.m.,10:30 p.m. & 12 p.m.
275-0841
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The Florida State University London Study Center will have a series of
3 week, 3 credit classes in a wide variety of subjects.
The program fee of $1850 includes room, trip to Paris, field trips,
International Student ID card, medical insurance, and London
orientation. It does not include airfare, tuition, food, or personal
expenses.
Choose your three week session from the following dates:
May 6 - May 26
May 27 - June 16
June 17 - July 7
July 8 - July 28
July 29 - August 18

STUDY ABR~AD
PROGRAMS
FLORENCE 8 LONDON 8 COSTA RICA

1-800-3 74-8581
904-644-3272

Get the Picks From the Pros in Vegas!
Every Day ~

~Updated

~CALL NOW/!

~

1 ·900·737·2828 Ext. 330
($2.00 per minute)
Avclon Comm., Ft. Lauderdale, FL (305) 525-0800 (18 or ~Ider)

(
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in time of possession in the
first half, yet barely hung onto
a two-point lead.
McDowell saw the Trojans'
touchdown before the half as a
big turning point. "It was a key
for them, because they came
right back and scored on the
opening drive of the second
half. If we could've answered
and scored ourselves, after that
I feel we might have won the
ball game."
Troy State came out of the
locker room and proceeded to
show UCF why they're a fixture at the top of the polls. The
Trojans came out and ran the
ball right dow~ the field to take
a 21-15 advantage - a lead
they would never relinquish.
The Goiden Knights were shut
out in the second half, but at the
same time were playing with a
tired and decimated defense
that didn't allow the final touchdown until about five minutes
remained in the game.
UCF was stymied in the biggest game of the season. But,
with a record of 6-2 and two
home games remaining, this
team is far from out of it, despite falling to number 13 in
the I-AA poll this week.
The Knights hope to rebound this weekend when they
do battle with the Liberty
Flames at I :30 p.m. Saturday
at the Florida Citrus Bowl.

on a 1O-of-18 performance by
quarterback Kelvin Simmons.
Statistically, the teams weren't
that far apart, but Troy State
got the big plays when they
needed them, going 9 oft 3 on
third down conversions.
If ever a game was closer
than the score indicated it was
this one. The Golden Knights
had opportunities to win
throughout. They started off
strong, capitalizing on a Troy
State fumble and went seven
plays, taking an early 3-0 advantage on a Charlie Pierce 23yardfieldgoal. Then Troy State
took the lead back on a 46-yard
scamper by Simmons.
Down by four in the second
quarter, UCF went on to score
12 unanswered points aided by
three Pierce field goals and built
a 15-7 lead.
A big reason UCF was able
to keep the effective Troy St.
offense out of the end zone was
Pierce. Throughout the game
Pierce pinned Troy State deep
in their own territory, averaging 49 yards per punt with a
whopping 70-yard punt near
the end of the third quarter.
Pierce was a bright spot on an
otherwise dismal day. He was
also three for three on field
goat attempts, booting a long
of 42 .
Fans said this young kicker
had big shoes to fill after Franco
Grilla graduated. Well it's obvious Pierce is capable of not
only filling them, but he made
need a larger size. "Charlie's
performance was a great one.
He comes out every week and
remains consistent. I felt he did
a tremendous job of kicking
away from their return man,"
said McDowell.
UCF was cruising at this
point until Troy State scored a
touchdown to cut the margin to ·
two points and snatch the momentum back going into the
half. UCF doubled the Trojans

Baskethall Managers
Needed

~l~l:l !l i!~l!l!l~l!~~~,~i!l !l!l!i!lil !l !l!l!l!l

Aerobics Sign-In
Procedures

.

You may call 823-3090 alter 8 a.m. to reserve a spot
In that day's class. Validated ID and towel required at check-In. llames
wlll be called 10 minutes
before class. Unclaimed
spots wlll be given to
stand-bys.

10)
9)
8)
7)
6)
5)
4)
3)
2)
1)

Start working on your golf swing guys.
There's no shame in losing to the USC Trojans.
I told you not to ~ook ahead to the Liberty game.
You guys can start going to class now.
We shouldn't have fallen f~r that "Trojan Horse" play.
Florida State wouldn't have lost.
I think I can get a good deal on. Division I-AA playoff tickets.
Guess we're not going to the Rose Bowl.
One word - condoms.
Did you guys know the Atlanta Falcons ~re playing the Orlando
Magic this weekend?

ARBOUR Vl.LlAGE APARTMENTS
D600 MacKay Blvd., Or1ando, FL 32826 • 282-7333

STUDENT MOVE IN SPECIALS
1 & 2 BEDROOM APARTMENT HOMES
• Private Clubhouse ·
• 2 pools & sauna

•
·•
• Complete fitness center . · •
• . Sand volleyball court
•
• · Lighted tennis' court
•
• Lighted basketball court •
•
• 2 laundry facilities
,.•
I

Student

ENROLLMENTWITH

I
ANY ANNUAL
I PROGRAM WITH THIS
I COUPON STUDENTS

• Friendly Atmosphere
•Personal Training
• Computer Fi1ness Testing
• Co-Ed facility
•Free Weir,hts
•Aerobics
• EJtercise l:ycles
• Stairclimhers
• Turbo Bikes
• Sprint Circuit Training
•Body Building
•Weight Losii
•Juice'Bar

I
I
I
I

~

·

N

•Nursery
•Private I.oclcers
•Private Showers

ORLANDO

M-F 9-6; SAT. 10-4;
SUN.12-5

FALL BEDDING SPECIAL
~rF>~©O~lL

:.

rF>rRlO©~~

MATTRESS.SETS

IF@iffi
llil ©IF

~ lJ' llil IQ)~ !NJ lJ' ~

$49 each
Full . $55 each
Queen $69
Twin

ALL NEW MERCHANDISE
SAME DAY FREE DELIVERY

G

Fll'NESS
o P.
CONNIECTION ~ ~·

B
M
0
R

OFFICE HOURS:

Sp;~ ial ! ! tJ!i!~i1~~11~111!l!~Jll~!i! [!~~[~

t $19.95 PER MONTH J
"------------'

s

.·Breakfast bars
25 acres of wooded atmosphere
Generous closet space
Window coverings
Fully-equipped kitchens
Minutes from UCF
Laser bus right to school
24-hour emergency maintenance .

Directions: From University Blvd.,
tum right on Alafaya Trail, on the
right. .Or from Hwy. 50 (east), tum
.· left on 'Alafaya Trail, on the left.

,----.FREE----, '
I

A

The UCF man's team Is
looking for managers to
help with video, equipment
and other rasponslbllltlas
during practices and
games. Anyone Interested
In being Involved In the
basketball program should
call Coach Devary at 8235808.

Ten Trivial Tidbits UCF head coach Gene McDowell told his players
following Saturday's loss to Troy State.

IPITlll31111
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E. COLONIAL DR./ ST ATE RO. 50 0 ~
D

MON-THURS
SATURDAY

HOURS
6 AM-11 PM
FRIDAY 6 AM-10 PM
9AM-8PM
SUNDAY 12PM-5PM

6615 E. COLONIAL !).8. • OFJLA NDO, FL 32807 • 65''-8000

Get excellence in dentistry, ~~care you'll feel comfortable with.
I'm Dr. George Yarko, D.D.S., and I've provided ~e people
of Orlando with the latest, safest dental treatments and
comfortable care for over eight years. And I'd like you
to experience my personalized care, too. So please
accept my offer for a complete dental exam for only
$24, an $89 value. Cali 282-2101 for your appointment.
Only for U.C.F. Students with Valid l.D.

George Yarko, D.D.S.
Certified: Dental Implant Prosthetics
Member: American Dental Association,
Academy of General Dentistry, Academy for
Sports Deruisrry, Florida Dental Association,
Gre-.1ter Orlando Dental ociety
Team DentlJt: University of Central Florlda1

$24 complete dental exam and consultation
(an $89 value) includes:
·H·ealth history taken • Check for loose fillings or
crowns • Check gums for disease • Oral cancer
screening • Cosmetic screening to check for chipped,
crnoked, or discolored teeth • TMJ screening to check
for cause of jaw pain, if any • Discuss findings • Get
:
treatment rec~mmendations
I( Ii
Call today, because this offer ends 11 ·:)Q, ) 1

East Orlando Dental
17780 E. Colonial Drive, Orlando, FL 32817
(Comer of Hwy. 50 and Alafaya Tr.)

Call 282-2101

It is our offin~ policy chat rhe patient and any other person R':iponsihlc for payme nt ha• rhc ri1d11 to rcftL>;C co pay. t·a ncd f'l'.l~Tll<:nt. or I~ rcimburS<:cl for f'l'.I) men! for :iny ocher ....-n ite. ex:u111na11on. or •re:llmt•nc whkh is
pcrfom1e<l as a n.-sulr of and within 72 hours of rc>11ond ing to the adven isc ment for rhe free, d isc:ou nce d f<-c. o r rcduc<'<I fee scn·ice. examina tion. or lrt".tlnll:nl.
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NBA action returns; who will win it all this season?
It's hoop time again, and as the NBA
likes to say, it's gonna be FAN-tastic! But,
not for all the teams.
The Atlantic has had substantial shakeups. The Nets will recoverfrom the death of
Drazen Petrovic and take the division. Boston will not fare so well. The loss of Reggie
Lewis combined with Kevin McHale' s retirement means key talent is gone. The
Magic are oil their way up; they've drafted
good players. But, Mr. Trivial is being far
Western Conference
Eastern Conference
too gracious in his confidence in the Magic.
Midwest Division
Atlantic Division
Second place? They need experience.
I. Houston
l. New Jersey
2. San Antonio
2. New York
The Bulls suffered a blow with the retire3. Utah
3. Orlando
ment of Michael Jordan. Sorry Trivial, no
4. Denver
4.Miami
way they' 11 even have a chance to four-peat.
5. Dallas
5. Boston
6. Minnesota
6. Philadelphia
They have a lot to prove on their own, and
7. Washington
the fans won't be forgiving. And the Cavs
Pacific Division
Central Division
I. Phoenix
are ready to step up and make some noise.
l. Cleveland
2. Seattle
2. Charlotte
They had a good nucleus of players and
3. Golden State
3. Chicago
some good off-season signings should pro4. L.A. Clippers
4. Atlanta
5. Portland
pel them to the top of the Central. They will
5. Indiana
6. L.A. Lakers
6. Detroit
have to fend off the Hornets, however.
7. Sacramento
7. Milwaukee
Alonzo Mourning is coming into his own Eastern Conference Champion: New Jersey
and has an excellent supporting cast. But it Western Conference Champion: Phoenix .
won't be hard for these teams because the NBA Champions: Phoenix
rest of the division is rebuilding.
season. They got a taste last year and are
The Midwest will be topped by the Rock- hungry for more. Most importantly, they
ets. Hakeem Olajuwon is their only mar- have the talentto backitup. The SuperSonics
quee name, but Houston has a lot of under- could be another smprise if they get good
estimated players. The Spurs made some years out of key players. Golden State needs
great deals, and the addition of Dennis to stay healthy and find a plan for Chris
Rodman is going to make them a tough Webberortheycouldbeovertakenby Stanley
contender. TheJazzare still good but getting Roberts and the Clippers.
old. The Nuggets, on the other hand, are
No need to read further. Just take a look at
young and improving. Everyone else needs Trivial' s box and control your laughter. Stand
and cheer, hoop fans, and remember who
some good trades and draft picks.
The Suns will rise on the Pacific this correctly picked the Jays in the Series.

Eastern Conference
Atlantic Division
I. New York

Western Conference
Midwest Division

2. Orlando
3. New Jersey
4.Miami
5. Boston
6. Philadelphia
7. Washington

2. Houston

3.
4.
5.
6.

Central Division
I. Chicago

Pacific Division
1. Phoenix

Deadline

Basketball
Bench Press
Soccer

11/10
11115
11/15

CORRECTION

"

Due to a production error
last week, the cutline on the
Orlando Magic photo incorrectly had the Magic playing
the Atlanta Falcons in London . It should have read the
Atlanta Hawks. The Central
Florida Future's sports staff
knows the Magic would not
have fared very well versus
a football team. Plus, we
can't imag~ne Shaquille
O'Neal covering Deion
Sanders. We hope that clarifies the situation and we
appreciate all of you who
pointed the mistake out to
us.

Here's another chance to match your wits
against your favorite sports columnists. Our
crystal balls are still hot from our NFL
predictions (though Ms. Duncanson's has
cooled a bit with the Falcons not in first, but
instead in last). Let's talk hoops.
The biggest question in the NBA this year
surrounds the retirement of Michael Jordan.
WillJordan' sdepartureopen thedoorforthe
Knicks orCavs orSuns?Before we open the
debate, let me remind you I correctly called
18 of 27 NBA slots last year.

Play
11/17 - 2/23
11/16
11/22 - 2/17

DEflttfl•S SKllt ART STOE'llO·, ·
Licensed, A ward Winning
; Female Artist
DEANA LIPPENS

Denver
Utah
Dallas
Minnesota

2. Charlotte
2. Seattle
3. Cleveland
3. Golden State
4. Atlanta
4. Portland
5. Indiana
5. L.A. Clippers
6. Detroit
6. L.A. Lakers
7. Milwaukee
7. Sacramento
Eastern Conference Champion: New York
Western Conference Champion: Phoenix
NBA Champions: New York

Recreational Services Fall Schedule
Event

I. San Antonio

Individual expression with
. a lifetime guarantee

Fine Line Designs, Freehand or Cover-ups '
We Accept Mastercard and Visa Credit Cards!

The Knicks are the creme of the crop in
the Atlantic. They'll walk away with the
division title. But, watch for the Magic to
make things interesting all season. Ms.
Duncanson underestiinates the effect the
death of Drazen Petrovic wil! have on NJ.
Subtrad Michael Jordan from the Bulls
and they' re still a good team. They won't
dominate, butthey'll be tough. But, the team
of the division the rest of the decade is the
Hornets. Ms. Duncanson, Cleveland? The
Cavs are on the way down.
Bad boy Dennis Rodman will spark the
Spurs to the Midwest crown. He's the point
guard they've needed. Hakeem 01ajuwon
makes the Rockets a force to be reckoned
with again this season.Sony Ms. Duncanson,
Houston just doesn't have the firepower.
'Die.Suns are hungry, and Charles Bmi<.ley
assumes the honors of being the NBA' s best
player. It's title time in Phoenix. Seattle has
the players but have the Suns standing in
their way. I think Ms. Duncanson has been
looking at my picks in this division. She's
finally getting some right.
New York will finally overcome the Bulls
in the East. Phoenix wants a title and won't
let the rest of the West block their goal. But,
they won't be able to shutdown Patrick
Ewing and the Knicks. New York in seven,
physical games.
So, clip and save these stellar selections.
These picks will make up for blunder
selections like the Phillies finishing last, the
Braves winning the World Series, the
Redskins eclipsing the Cowboys, etc ...
Until next week, remember, the sports
beat goes on.
'

shAOJROCK
BCVCRA~C
UCf'SrAHTYSTOHE

Busch
and
Busch Light
Suitcases

14180 E. Colonial Dr.

Orlando, FL 32826
281-1228
Mon-Sat 12-8

Apartment Locator

•
,

FAST - EASY°.. FREE
flpts *Homes* Condos* Duplexes

657-8282

LOCATED IN THE Ul'HVERSITY SHOPPES NEXT TO
KINKO'S AND HIE UCF CREDIT UNION
f,
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Since then Damron has been
tearing up golf courses from
coast to coast. "Robert combines his athletic ability and
his talent to make him one of
the top ten golfers in the nation," Shumaker boasts.
Damron began his golf career when he was 13.Hedominated the Kentucky Junior
AmateurChampionshipforsix
years, winning five times between the ages of 13-18.
Damron is originally from
Pikeville, Ky., where his family makes their summer home.
During the winter months, the
Damrons live on one of the top
golf courses in the country Bay Hill Country Club in Orlando.
Damron attended Dr.
Phillips High School, where he
began to receive national recognition as one of the top high
school golfers.
Damron led Dr. Phillips to
two state championships and
Keys to Experlencmg
.won the individual state title as
. the Love of Your Life
a senior. His final year he carfeaturing
ried the lowest 9-hole stroke
average in the nation at 34.5.
When Damron joined the
college ranks, he did not let up
Sunday,Nov.7, 1993
one bit. As a freshman playing
2:00 - 5:00 p.m.
in his first round 'in his first
Dr. Wmm is an expert
at
First Presbyterian clinical
collegiate tournament, he shot
~sychologist and
bcst-sellin1 Christian author
Church Orlando
a 69. He went on to win one
of Fmding the Love of Your
Life and Make Anger your
tournament and finished in the
Ally. He has~ on
Admfssion Is
top 15 nine times.
numerous television and
radio shows including Oprah
$5 advance $10 at the door
As a junior Damron has four
IDd Focus on tbe Family.
Includes
special
1ce
cream
mixer
tournament wins, was . named
an All-American his first two
TICKETS NOW AVAILABLE
years · and has 16 rop-15 finAT UCF CAMPUS MINISTRIES
ishes in two years.
{Room 206 in the Student Center)
"Robert is one of the top 10
and at all Christian Bookstores
golfers in the nati-on because
he combines his experience
CALL -. 830-4331 FOR MORE INFORMATION
with good putting and hitting
theballalongway;'Shumaker ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
explains.
One of Damron' s greatest
feats is winning the John
Hancock All-American Classic as a sophomore. This tournament is invitation-only for
the top 24 collegiate golfers in
the nation. This year he finished sixth.
"I am a hard worker. I am out on the golf course for about
six hours every day hitting ball
after ball," Damron says. "I
think my one weakness is my
overaggressi veness."
This style that Damron possesses could be compared to
two professional golfers with a
Do you love basketball? If so,
write about UCF men's and
women's basketball teams.
The pay isn't great, but you
get your name in bold letters.
Call Jenny Duncanson or
Trace Trylko at 823-8192 for
more information on how you
can join the prestigious,
award-winning CFF sports
staff.

.. '

some of his qualities," Damron
says.
Damron has also played with
Arnold Palmer.
"I talk with Mr. Palmer every chance I can. I like the way
he dominates the golf course;
when I play with him I watch
everything he does and try to
learn from it," Damron explains.
Even though Damron has
grown up around many professional.s, he still considers his
father to be his number-one
role model.
"My dad and I still go out
and play all the time. He influences me more than anyone,"
Damron says.
Damron, a business major,
plans on trying to qualify for
Robert Damron looks up ~o neighbor Arnold Palmer while continuing to show why he is
the PGA and become a profesone of the best collegiate golfers in the nation. (DeHoog/Future)
sional golfer.
similar style, Arnold Palmer of other pros who call Bay Hill home.
Then he would take his
and Greg Norman.
their home. Palmer resides at
"When I was younger I used power, his touch and his fearDamron grew up around Bay Hill. Me<l;nwhile Norman to watch Greg Norman play . less attitude to dominate yet
both players, along with a slew formerly called the area his From doing this I picked up another level of golf.

Dr. Nell Clark Warren

~.
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~- 0~ KANSAS CllY
November 8th

*$1.96 Pint Sam Adams
*$1.50 Bottle Sam Adams
*$3.96 Litres
*Prizes and Giveaways
7660 University Blvd (Goodings Shopping Center)
(407) 679-6600

Across from UCF!
* Under New Management*
·w e offer beautiful 1 and 2 bedroom apartments
from $360 (1 bedroom) to $435 (2 bedrooms).
•Walking distance from UCF
• Covered parking
• Laundry faciliates

•Pool
• Central Heat
and air

Ask about our new remodeling special!

GRE•GMAT•MCAT•LSAT
FOR MORE INFO, CALL 1-800-KAP-TEST

-

12017 Sloan Drive
Orlando, Fl 32826
(407) 273-4097
Office hours

University
Pasture
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Kn.ights fall to Trojans, drop to ·13 in I-AA poll
By JASON SWANCEY
Contributing Reporter
The UCF Golden Knights
seemed to be sailing right into
the Division I-AA playoffs.
That is, until Troy State took
the wind right out of the their
sails. The Trojans handed the
Knights a 29-15 loss Saturday
before 5, I 00 fans at Memorial
Stadium in Troy. Ala.
It was obvious from kickoff
that the UCF air attack wouldn't
be taking 0ff. Rain, wind and
_temperatures in the mid 40s
dictated this game was to be
won or lost on the ground, and
it was .
"Weather played a big role
in the game. Players from both
sides were sliding around. But,

obviously it didn't affect them
as much because they run the
ball more," commented head
coach Gene Mc Dowel I.
Coming into this game, UCF
had won five straight games
and was ranked sixth in The
Sports Network Division I-AA
top 25 poll. The. only problem
was they ran into an even hotter team that was ranked fifth
and had a record of 6-0-1.
Troy State outran the
Knights, gaining 308 yards on
the ground. Meanwhile, the
Knights managed only 97. UCF
did however have 195 yards
passing, 107 of which came in
the first.half. The Trojans' ball ·
control .offense accounted for
an efficient 111 yards in the air

FOOTBALL cont. page 17

Damron has his
sights set on PGA

UCF (6-2) was not able to up end the Troy State Trojans and lost 29-15. It was UCF's first
loss since Sept. 18 versus the East Carolina Pirates. (DeHoog/Future)

Lady Knights' Kochevar close to
tying season record of 40 points

By PAT KARSNICK
Contributing Reporter

By ANDREW VARNON
Contributing Reporter

UCF golf coach Mike Shumaker sums. up junior golfer Robert Damron in one word - "fearless."
"His ~trength is the fact he's not afraid of
anything, he's fearless and he has no weaknesses,"
Shumaker says.
Damron started playing golf when he was eight
years old.
"My dad played golf a lot and that got me
interested, so he decided to teach me how to play,"
Damron explains.

DAMRON continued page 19

MEN'S SOCCER vs. JacksonvilJe Oct.
27
Final: JU 5, UCF 3 OT
UCF goals: Drum @ 28:00 assisted
by HilJis
Marin @ 70:00 assisted by
Omodt
Marin @ 78:00 assisted by
Drum
UCF in the net: Menard 5 goals against,
9 saves
UCF record: 3-10-1
Despite Andrew Marin's two second-half
goals, UCF could not hold off an overtime
charge by Jacksonville.
VOLLEYBALL vs. Florida Atlantic Oct.
28
Final: UCF def. FAU 15-3, 15-5, 15-5
The Knights defeated FAU for the second
time in two weeks without dropping one
game.
VOLLEYBALL vs. Mercer Oct. 29
UCFdef. Mercer 15-7, 15-5, 15-4
UCF continues to run over the
competition as they prepare for the Trans
America Athletic Conference
Championships Nov. 12-13. UCF's games
with Xavier and Bethune-Cookman were
cancelled.

Two things go into scoring a goal in soccer: creating a
scoring opportunity and finishing it. It's always good to
creat~ plenty of quality opportunities to give·players many
chances to score. On the other hand, for the Lady Knights its
good to have a player like junior Kelly Kochevar to spearhead the attack.
''I'm the finisher," says Kochevar on the role she plays for
the UCF women's soccer team. And she is.
There is a curious correlation between the Lady Knights'
record and Kochevar' s .statistics. When Kochevar scores,
UCF wins. When she doesn't score, UCF doesn't win.
Kochevar isn't UCF's only offensive weapon. In fact, 14

players on the Lady Knights' roster have lande,d at least one ,
ball in the back ofthe net this year. Kochevar, however, is the
most prolific.
With one game to go, Kochevar leads the Lady Knights ,
with 16 goals score,d. With her two assists, that gives her a
· running total of 34 points. The school record was set by
Michelle Akers-Stahl in 1986 with 40 points. Kochevar ~
came one shy oftying that record herfreshman year when she
was name,d to Soccer America's Aii-freshman team.
What makes Kochevar such a potent weapon? "She's a
p~ goal scorer," says Head Coach Karen Richter. "She's
got quick feet and she· s tremendous on the dribble. I've told
. her when she gets the ball near the box to just go to goal. If
she keeps going to goal, she's going to make s01!1ething

VOLLEYBALL vs. New Orleans Oct. 30
UCF def. New Orleans 15-3, 14-16, 1614, 15-4
UCF continued dominating the UCF
INVITATIONAL by whipping New
Orleans for the second time this season.

UCF men's team finish: 5th out of 10
Top UCF men's finisher: Erik Lipham
(13th).
UCF women's team finish: 3rd out of 10
Top UCF women's team finisher: Jeanne
Lesniak (9th)

WOMEN'S GOLF @ Tiger-Tide Invit.
UCF team finish: 5th out of 20
Top UCF finisher Kristen Putman (1st)
Other UCF finishers Kim Millar (t-10th)
Brittainy Hubble (t-47th)
Brenda Sanchez (t-60th)
Brooke Grant (t-76th)
Kristen Putman continued flexing her
dominance on the greens by winning the
tourney by shooting 72 and 73. Her first
round 72 was the best of the round.

RUGBY State Championships Oct. 30-3 l
UCF def. University of Miami Saturday
by forfeit.
Meanwhile, USF def. UCF 19-9 Sunday.
UCF finished second in the state, corning
up just short against USF.

MEN'S GOLF @ Troy St. Invit. Oct 3031
UCF team finish: Tied for 6th out of 15
Top UCF finisher: Sean Quinlivan (t17th)
Other UCF finishers: Trey Sones (t-27th)
Robert Wiggins (t-36th)
Robert Damron (t-40th)
Claes Hovstadius (t-56th)
CROSS COUNTRY TAAC
Championships Oct. 30

WOMEN'S SOCCER vs. Dayton Oct.31
Final: UCF 2, Dayton 0
UCF goals: Kochevar @ 17:00 assisted by
Schreiner
Kochevar @ 60:00 assisted by
Schreiner
UCF in the net: Brann 0 goals against 3
saves
UCF record: 9-6-1
With the win, UCF captured a share of the
TAAC Championship shared with Florida
International. The tie will not be broken ·
despite the fact the Knights have defeated
FIU.

Compiled by SCOTT G/NCHEREAU

SOCCER continued page 16 ·'

WEDNESDAY
Volleyball @Jacksonville 7
p.m.

FRIDAY
Volleyball vs. Virginia
Commonwealth 7 p.m.
Women's Soccer vs. Florida
International 3 p.m.

:ri
I~

SATURDAY
Football vs. Liberty 1:30 p.m.
Women's Golf @ Lady Cougar
Invitational @ Charleston, S.C.
thru Sun.
Men's Soccer@ Centenary 4
p.m.
Volleyball vs. Virginia Tech
1:30 p.m.

1

·~

SUNDAY
Men's Golf@ South Alabama
Invitational @ Mobile, Ala.
thru Mon.

IP

